601 Incomplete request ; minimum data is not provided
602 Invalid NCAGE Code or company no longer in operation. No
information can be gathered
603 The item of supply you have requested is part of an assembly and
cannot be codified on its own. The Reference of the assembly follows.
Review and resubmit your request if required
604 Reference Number not known to manufacturer or is not provided for in
the standard quoted as a reference number in the originating LSA
605 Submitted Reference does not enable item to be identified
606 The manufacturer will not verify the Reference or would not respond to
inquiries
607 The manufacturer refuses to confirm Reference(s) and/or Item
Name(s) free of charge
608 Item no longer manufactured ; identification documents can no longer
be obtained from the manufacturer
609 Item replaced by following item ; please check whether the new part
will meet your requirements and, if so, submit a new request
610 This country is not the country of origin of the item; if known, available
information (NCAGE, Reference, country, NSN, etc.) follows
611 This LSA is a duplicate of the LSA submitted under the following
Document Control Number or the request has been cancelled by the
originating country (fax, E-mail, telephone)
612 Item already codified under the following NSN ; you are already
registered as a user
613 Any other reject reason (Code 613 is used to state a reject reason other than those defined by codes
601 through 612)
701 Revised Reference Number ; your request will be processed under the following new Reference Number
702 Revised NCAGE Code ; your request will be processed under the following new NCAGE Code
703 Item already codified under the following NSN ; your country will be registered as a user
704 Any other change(s); your request is processed with the value identified by the code of the data (DRN)

Per cambiare grcl e/o inc
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Miscellaneous codes :
May only be used if a 600 series or 700 series code is entered.
801 Relevant correspondence or documents are being mailed with DIC K27.

803 Miscellaneous comments

